Need Blinds? 1300 401 501
BRISBANE I GOLD COAST I BYRON BAY

Automation

SOMFY AUTOMATION

Automation adds a level of ease and convenience with the touch of
a single button. Your entire home or office can be synced to a single
remote control to open and close your blinds, Curtains or Awnings.
At Blind Outlet we are a Somfy Motorisation Specialist bringing you
sleek and Stylish remote controlled options for automation of all your
window furnishings.

Battery Powered Automation Solutions

Or Perhaps you would like to control your blinds,
Curtains and Awnings from your smartphone or tablet?
Even when you are not at home? Well with the new
Somfy myLink you can!
Why should you consider motorised blinds?
No more chains or strings that get tangled up! With just one click you
can open or close your blind with perfect positioning and alignment.
Somfy motors are also ideal for large windows, high-up or hard to
reach blinds!
The benefits of a Somfy motorised blind, Curtain or Awning
The quiet Sonesse range:
Dedicated to interior spaces.
The “my“ function:
Lets you program a preferred position of your blinds so
that you can access that favourite position every time at
a simple press of “my” button. Set it once and use it as
much as you like!
Ready for home automation

BOOK NOW
FREE MEASURE & QUOTE

WE COME TO YOU

Don’t want to spend big dollars on electrical requirements for hard
wired Automation? Or perhaps your electrician is unable to provide
power in your fully tiled bathroom or other hard to wire area? Talk to
us today about our new state of the Art Acmeda Arc, battery powered
solutions for your home or business.
With all the benefits and convenience of hard wired Automation,
without the cost of an electrician and functional even when there
is a power outage. Acmeda Arc solutions are also available with
smartphone and tablet integration giving you more sophisticated and
affordable Automation options than ever before!
Call us today and talk to a motorisation specialist about the
exciting Automation options available for your property.

